Dear Friends,
First and foremost we hope you all have/had a nice Thanksgiving and we wish you a
very Happy Hannuka!
Our “Fall 2004” catalog has gone out and some of you have gotten it and most of you
will be getting the hard copy in a week or two. We expect that this newest catalog will
be posted on our website next week.
Regarding some comments about the substance of the catalog, we hope to post our
short Newsletter about the this catalog on Hasafran next week.
Now for a few light seasonal notes:
As a gift or as reference material for libraries we have a new Israeli product, ‘The
Declaration of Independence,’ It consists of a (voice) CD with an English intro to the
Israeli Declaration of Independence, Ben Gurion making the historic declaration with
English voice over / translation, followed by the singing of Hatikva. Along with the
CD recording the attractive gift box contains a printed paper scroll of the Declaration
of Independence. Cat. # 53214 (the regular price will be $28.00), our intro price for a
limited quantity is $24.00
Also, we highly recommend Arkadi Duchin’s new double CD - "Yoter Me-Meni /
Osef " (with Israeli Pop – Rock ballads and even a song in Russian) - cat. #53181
$19.00
On a solemn note, this week Raful Eitan, Israel’s former General, Chief of the IDF,
Member of Knesset and minister passed away while building his latest and last project
the port at Ashdod. He had recently written a children’s book entitled, ‘Po Bonim
Namal,’ describing the job. Cat. #53231 $18.00
All these items and others can be shipped by Air Mail in time for Hannuka.
You should be able to examine the catalog at our website: www.jerusalembooks.co.il
very soon.
We thank you all for your interest and continued support.
Sincerely,
Jeff Spitzer
Jerusalem Books, ltd.
POB 26190
Jerusalem, 91261
972-2-643-3580 (tel/fax)

